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Abstract: Santals Living Mainly In And Around Middle And Middle-Eastern India Have A Typical Form Of Tribal Administration. They Have Unique Tribal Agencies Of Social And Judicial System. Bitlaha Is One Of The Santal Agencies To Punish The Persons Committing Incest, Forming Relationship With Tabooed Persons And Persons Outside Community. Bitlaha With A Special Way Of Operation In The Society Has A Candid Effect Upon Its Tribesmen. The Present Paper Is Aimed At Making A Social And Anthropological Study On The Preparation And Execution Of Bitlaha. The Various Features Of Bitlaha And Its Impact Upon Society Are Discussed In Detail. The Changes Of The Execution Of Bitlaha In The Present Society Are Also Noted To Find Out The Changes In Tribal Administrative Structure. The Various Symbolic Features Of Bitlaha Are Studied Keeping In Mind Their Impact Upon Sense Of Defilement. A Feminist Study Of Bitlaha Is Also Done To Find Out The Patriarchal Mechanisms Working Through It.
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I. Introduction:


II. Reason Of Bitlaha:

Indigenous Communities All Over The World Follow A Strict Form Of Code And Conduct As They Fear The Gradual Extinction Of Their Community Under Outer Influence If They Do Not Have Rigid Control Over Their Society. Any Breach Of That Form Is Followed By Punishment. Santals Being Indigenous People Living Mainly In And Around Chhotonagpur Plateau Of Middle-Eastern India Try To Keep Their Society Intact By Following Rigidness In Such Matters. They Have Their Own Tribal Administration To Punish Any Such Breach. Crimes Graver In Nature Such As Clan And Kin Incest, Intercourse With People Outside The Community, Relation With Tabooed People And Attempts Of Forced Intercourse Are Treated As Serious In Nature And People Convicted In Such Crimes Are Excommunicated For Life And The Ritual Of Bitlaha Is Performed To Punish Him. There Is A Reference To Bitlaha In Traditions And Institutions Of Santals. It Is Described In The Following Way

But If It Is Proved, They Order: We Shall Fix Used Leaves In The Ground For Them. The Young Men Of The Country Then Compose Songs, And Going To The Village They Sing Praising Them And Mentioning The Names And Sins Of Those Who Have Committed The Crime. All The People Of The Country Enter The Village Street, Blowing Flutes And Drumming Kettle Drums And In The Street Outside The House Of The Miscreants They Fix In The Ground A Post To Which Used Leaves, A Burnt Log Of Wood And A Worn Out Broom Have Been Tied. The People Of The Village Will Remain In The Pollution, Until They Give What Is Needed For Propitiation (Bodding, P. O, 2013).
Santals Do Not Allow Any Moral Laxity Among Their Community People In One Hand, And Anyone's Intrusion Into The Community On The Other. If A Santal Boy Marries Or Sets Up Relationship With A Non Santal Girl He Is Summoned By The Local Headman And Warned By Him About The Ill Consequences Of It. If He Continues His Relationship, He Along With His Family Is Pante Begared (Temporarily Excommunicated) Till He Regrets His Act And Rejoins The Society By Offering Community Feast. But If This Does Not Happen, The Family Is Treated Defiled And They Are Excommunicated For Life (Jonom Bitol). If A Woman Forms Relationship With A Deku (A Hindu) Or Muslim Person, The Santal Society Takes The Immediate Action Of Excommunicating Her For Life And Bitlaha Is Performed. Apart From This, Bitlaha Is Also Performed When A Santal Man Or Woman Is Engaged In Clan Or Kin Incest. Kin Incest Is Generally Regarded As An Unpardonable Crime And The Accused Are Immediately Bitlahad. The Accused Are Given No Chance Of Avoiding It Through Fine. Clan Incest Is Sometimes Treated As Pardonable And The Accused Are Given Chances Of Separating Themselves From Each Other. The Male Member Will Have To Find A Bridegroom For The Girl And Bear Expense Of Her Marriage. The Topics Like The Process Of Taking Decision Of Bitlaha, The Preparations Under Taken, The Actual Performance Of Bitlaha, Its Nature And Symbolic Meaning And Its Effect Upon The Guilty Persons Will Be Studied Separately.

Preparation Of Bitlaha: The Root Causes Of Bitlaha Have Already Been Mentioned. If Such A Major Crime Occurs The Village Headman (Manjhi) Calls The Village People To Assemble On The Village Street. In The Meeting, The Nature And Gravity Of The Crime Is Discussed. If The Crime Is Less Grave And The Matter Can Be Adjusted With Large Sum Of Money, The Tendency Of The Village People Is To Avoid Bitlaha And Fine Him A Large Sum Of Money. Generally The Accused And Its Family Are Always Eager To Avoid Bitlaha And Settle Matter With A Fine. Once The Accused Admits His /Her Crime And Agrees To Pay Fine, The Matter Ends There. The Fine May Be Taken Immediately In The Meeting Or A Limited Time May Be Given If He / She Requests For That. Generally Delays Are Avoided As The Village Bongas (Santal Gods And Goddesses) Remain Polluted Till The Fine Is Paid And Community Feast Is Arranged. If The Accused Fails To Pay The Money Within The Time Sanctioned To Him Or Denies Paying It, The Village Council Agrees To Bitlaha The Person And Consent Of Higher Authorities Are Sought For The Purpose. Once The Decision To Perform Bitlaha Is Taken In The Village Meeting, The Manjhi Informs Pargana (A Superior Tribal Headman Of The Locality) Or Neighboring Manjhis Of Five Villages To Discuss Over The Issue. The Manjhi Has To Produce All The Details Related To The Case Before Pargana Or Five Manjhis To Convince Them About The Necessity Of Bitlaha. Pargana Or Five Manjhis Study The Issue In Detail And Take The Decision. If The Decision Of Performing Bitlaha Is Taken, A Person Is Appointed On Behalf Of The Authority To Take Necessary Preparations For It. Pargana Himself, Or The Five Manjhis Or The Manjhi Of The Concerned Village Takes The Responsibility Of Spreading News In The Locality. A Dharwak (A Small Sal Branch With Sal Leaves In It) One Sal Leaf Is Coned To Form The Shape Of Penis And Another Sal Leaf Is Pinned At The Middle To Represent The Shape Of Vagina) Is Formed And It Is Shown Under The Instruction Of Authority In The Local Bazar Or At The Market Place On The Market Day. These Shapes Showing Sexual Organs Symbolize The Licentiousness And Animality Of The Accused. When The Bearer Enters The Market Place With The Dharwak On His Shoulder, People Begins To Ask About The Name Of The Person / Persons For Whom This Is Circulated. The News Of Bitlaha Spreads In This Way In The Locality. This Makes The Accused Infamous In The Locality And People Begin To Discuss About Their Licentious Behavior. This Is The Most Dreaded Thing For A Tribal Person. An Indigenous Person Always Seeks To Remain Anonymous. Publicity In The Wrong Way Affects His Peace. Once The Dharwak Is Circulated, The Whole Locality Begins To Take Preparation To Assemble On The Place Fixed For Bitlaha. The Assembly Consisting Of Large Surging Lines Of Santal Males With Their Traditional Weapons And Long Sticks In Hands, Roaring Voices Start Marching Towards The Village Where Bitlaha Is To Be Performed.

There Is Also Scope Of Recalling The Dharwak If It Is Found That The Decision Was Wrongly Taken Or Taken Without Following The Due Formality Of Informing The Local Headmen Like Pargana And Five Manjhis. In Such A Situation, The Authority Reissues Another Dharwak To Inform Local People About Dismissal Of The Proposed Bitlaha. If There Is Not Enough Time Or Market Days Left To Inform Local People About The Dismissal, The Authority Will Reach The Spot On The Day To Directly Speak With The People Assembled Them. The Decision Of Performing Bitlaha Is Generally Taken By Pargana Or Council Of Five Manjhis. A Manjhi Alone Cannot Take Such Decisions. If A Manjhi Disobeys His Higher Authorities And Exercises His Power To Announce Bitlaha, He Is Fined With A Large Sum Of Money And The Proposed Bitlaha Outright Cancelled. The Accused May Approach The Local Authority To Claim Justice About His Wrong Treatment In The Hands Of The Complainant Or The Village Authority. If It Is Proved That The Accused Is Not Guilty And The Complainant Has Hatched The Plan To Defame Him In The Locality, People Decide To Bitlaha The Complainant Instead.
III. Ritual Of Bitlaha:

A Bitlaha is almost always attended by a large number of people. The basic trait of Bitlaha is the largeness of assembly. A large crowd gathering at a place, and shouting aloud about the sexual misbehavior of the accused, makes Bitlaha a thing of great importance. Santals assemble in long surging lines at an open place, just outside the village in which the accused live. The crowd carries big drums which they play loudly. Some of them carry branches of sal tree in which sal leaves are shaped like penis and vagina which shows the illicit animal-like relationship of the accused. They also carry long sticks. People attending Bitlaha always shout loudly pronouncing the names of the accused, singing vulgar songs, dancing in acrobatic way making various sexual postures, clapping and making various sounds to celebrate the sin in public. Two of them assume the role of nude jokers and dance making various sexual postures. The nude jokers generally lead the line. Various vulgar stories are circulated and the participants enjoy these licentious stories. According to the accepted norms of Santal society, licentious stories can only be circulated during the hunting expedition.

This crowd is welcomed by the manjhi or headman who is given charge of executing Bitlaha. He himself or a messenger from him will appear before the gathering and asks them to remain there till the procession starts. The reason of Bitlaha is again explained to the gathering. It is just a formality and the whole gathering immediately approves it. In some cases, the accused are summoned before the gathering to argue for their side. In almost all the cases, the accused try to exploit the chance and settle the dispute by paying a heavy fine. If the plea is granted, the gathering will disperse without doing Bitlaha. A day is fixed then on which the accused will entertain the village people and local administration with a feast. After that he will be permitted to rejoin the community and he will be acquitted of his sin. He will have to pay money to village officials like manjhi, jagmanjhi, godet, other local officials like bargana, five manjhis etc., and also the village women to keep their mouth shut and ears closed. After the feast, it is accepted that no one will speak about the matter. If anyone raises the matter or discusses it with someone, he will be duly punished. So, there is a chance of avoiding Bitlaha at the nick of the moment. In cases where chances of settling the matter is not given, the whole gathering moves on to the accused's house to perform Bitlaha.

The manjhi directs the whole gathering to start marching and wild dancing, lewd singing and the act of making sexual postures resume with renewed spirit. The two nude jokers and the person keeping the dharwak march in front of the procession. The crowd stops before the accused's house. There dancing, singing and drumming continue with same spirit. Then almost all the crowd enter the courtyard, urinate all over the house, dance and sing vulgar songs, stools here and there and hangs on a pole of the courtyard brooms, horn and skulls of a cow to show the defiled nature of the house. The whole crowd will not do any kind of violence. They will not destroy anything provided they are not interrupted from doing their job. The sole aim of Bitlaha is to expose the defiled nature of the household arising out of the carnal sin committed by the accused and the defiled nature of their bongas and household as a consequence. Bitlaha itself is not a punishment. It is a ceremonial way of announcing the punishment in public. After Bitlaha the crowd marches through the village street and come to an open ground where naeke (the village priest) sacrifices two hens to the bongas as the people may have roused bongas' anger through vulgar songs, dances and exposure of nudeness in public. With this sacrifice, Bitlaha comes to an end and the people peacefully return to their respective houses. No song, dance or any other kind of vulgarity is permitted after that.

IV. Reaction Among Santals:

It is generally noted that the accused and their family members almost always accept the proceedings of Bitlaha through passive acceptance. Santals treat Bitlaha with dread and no attempt is made to stop or resist it. The overwhelming sense of public shame engulfs them in such a way that they do not try to put up the slight of resistance against the approaching crowd and leave the scene much before the arrival of crowd. In most cases, they do not return and leave the country for good. The dread of Bitlaha is well expressed in the following song taken from W G Archer's seminal book on Santal culture entitled as the hill of flutes.

In shining clothes
Come the men of the country
In clothes to their ankles
Swagger the chiefs
Girl, it was you
Who brought me to this shame?
Father, when they come
The harm will be ended
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The World Is Big
To East And West
To North And South
Hide Us In A Corner. (Archer W. G, 2013)

The Song Clearly Expresses The Sense Of Shame In Santal Mind. The Father In The Song Accuses The Girl Of Having Dragged Him Into This Shameful Condition. The Arrival Of Countrymen In Shining Clothes Is Dreaded Heavily By Them. The Girl Requests Her Father To Leave The Country And Hide In Some Other Country Situated In Any Direction.

If Both The Persons Chosen For Bitlaha Belong To The Santal Community, It Remains A Matter Exclusively Of The Santals. But If One Of The Accused Is A Deku (Belonging To A Hindu Community) Or A Mohammedan And If The Cause Of Bitlaha Is Forming Illicit Relation With Persons Outside The Community, It Becomes A Sensation Of The Locality. Such A Relationship Is Abhorred By Santals And They Take It As An Insult Upon Their Community. In Such A Situation Bitlaha Is Imminent. The Process Is Almost Same. The Only Difference Is That The Accused Belonging To Some Other Community Is Not Summoned Before The Santal Village Council. The Decision Is Informed To Him Either Through The Circulation Of Dharwak Into The Locality Or Direct Sending Of Message To Him. The Local People Do Not Do Anything To Put Up Any Resistance. Rather, In Most Cases The People Belonging To The Accused's Community Help Santals Directly Or Indirectly To Perform Bitlaha Partly Because They Dread The Wrath Of Santals Or They Think It Proper To Punish Such Moral Laxity Through Bitlaha.

When Bitlaha Happens, No Resistance Is Found From The Accused To Stop It. In Most Cases, They Passively Submit To The Will Of The Community And Leave The Scene In An Ashamed State. Bitlaha Signifies Total Isolation Of Individual From His/Her Community. He/She Will Either Have To Live Among The Members Of Community In An Ashamed State Or Live The Country For Good Or Settle Somewhere Else. We Find A Similar Description In W. W Hunter's The Annals Of Rural Bengal.

So Strong Is The Family Feeling. That Expulsion From The Clan Is The Only Form Of Banishment Known. Like The Roman Aqae Et Ignis Interdictio, To Which It Bears A Strong Resemblance, It Amounts To Loss Of Civil Rights. For Other Clans Will Not Receive The Out-Cast; And The Idea Of The Ties Of Kindred Being Destroyed Between The Individual And The Race, Is Insupportable To The Santal.... In More Heinous Cases, The Difficulty Of Reconciliation Is So Great, That The Unfortunate Man Yields To His Destiny, And, Taking With Him His Bows And Arrows, Departs Into The Jungle, Whence He Never Returns (The Annals Of Rural Bengal, Page 140-141).

V. Masculine Features:

It Might Be Noted That Bitlaha Has Some Patriarchal Characteristics Inherent In It. It Is Primarily A Male Act To Punish The Accused. Women Are Not Permitted To Take Any Active Part In It. They Are Debarred Even From Keeping Their Presence In The Village Meeting Where The Decision Of Bitlaha Is Taken. The Dances, Songs And Other Activities Used In A Bitlaha Are Masculine By Nature And Intended To Show Off The Male Power. The Fact That Bitlaha Has Some Features Similar To That Of Hunting Expedition Stresses Its Masculine Nature As Hunting Is Generally Considered By Santals As A Masculine Act. Bitlaha Might Be Considered A Form Of Imposing Male Authority Upon The Society.

VI. Bitlaha As A Symbol Of Defilement:


VII. Bitlaha As Form Of Tribal Authority:

The Main Topic That Haunts The Scholars Is The Great Importance That Bitlaha Sways Over Santal Life. To Find The Reason Behind The Greatness Of Bitlaha We Need To Take Into Account The Nature Of The Structure Of Santal Society And Their Indigenous Attitude. Like All Other Indigenous Communities Santals...
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Maintain Rigidity Regarding Their Social Organization. The Control Of The Society Upon Its Individual Members Is Unavoidable And All Pervasive. The Society Intends To Decide Each And Everything Of Their Private Or Domestic Life Which May Have A Social Impact. The Individuals Are Liable To Answer For Anything He/She Does To Keep Himself/Herself In Good Humour With The Organizational Heads Of The Society. Bitlaha Is The Collective Expression Of Tribal Authority. Through The Ceremony Of Bitlaha The Tribal Society Shows Its Control Over Its Tribesmen And Demands Full Submission Of Its Tribesmen. Through Bitlaha The Society Creates A Sense Of Terror Among Its Tribesmen So That They May Not Ever Think Or Disobeying The Tribal Authority.


VIII. Conclusion:
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